
WRITE AN EMAIL TO THE PRESIDENT OBAMA

Contact Us. Have a message to share with President Obama or Michelle Obama ? Please fill out this form to send a
note to them. If you are requesting a greeting.

I had spent months tracking down the people who had written letters, following up on their stories, finding out
how hearing from the president had changed their lives. Ten interns were crowded around two long tables, but
there was an extra seat. You don't remember okay that's fine. She's [now] superintendent of that entire school
district and thanks Obama for it. In both of these cases, President Obama actually wrote back. And how did
they come to believe what they believe? Their loved ones were important. And the journey from the White
House mailroom to Mr Obama's desk was a relatively arduous one. If you were me and you had two dads that
loved each other, and kids at school teased you about it, what would you do? Whether that was on a campaign
or in the office. I always have to be careful in not sounding as if I am Pollyannaish about the future. Mr
Obama answered some letters by hand. You could see these spikes in the word clouds. But I do think that that
was pretty embedded in our campaign philosophy. And that got right to Obama. Before letters arrive at the
Office of Presidential Correspondence, the Secret Service opens and inspects them. He had laughed. For
many, receiving a response from Mr Obama was surprising, particularly if it was handwritten. You would
totally make the world a better place. That it had been seen and acknowledged. Like the best of all presidential
letters, Obama also uses it as a teaching moment, knowing on some level that the letter will likely circulate far
and wide beyond the eyes of one year-old child: Obama's response letter. A lot of them are sad or frustrated
about their current situation. But nobody yet has named a child Barack. Therefore, please do not send items of
personal importance, such as family photographs, because items may not be returned. And what are they
trying to pass on to their children? The White House. Privacy PS. And there were some old people in the mix,
too. I remember wondering how that word had popped up. And anything that touched you emotionally, you set
aside for the President to read that night. And there are real conflicts and real choices. And that is something
that all of us have the capacity to do. The 'red dot' pile Some letters were marked with a red dot and placed in a
separate pile, to be replied to within 24 hours. This is the fastest way to get your message to President Trump.
Unlike almost everything else that reaches the president, these letters have not been fact-checked or
committee-reviewed. I did it because, as you said, it sustained me. Please include your return address on your
letter as well as your envelope. President Barack Obama reads a letter from a member of the public at a desk
in the Private Residence in  No filter. And a bunch of them, you know, a number of them met on the campaign
or at the White House. We had our volunteer workforce. This pile, that pile, another pile over there; pull from
the middle if you want. With Obama just a few months away from leaving office, journalists wanted exit
interviews; they wanted to be first, biggest, loudest. For others, he wrote notes to help his staff answer for him.
Additionally, items sent to the White House are often significantly delayed and can be irreparably harmed
during the security screening process.


